
ASFALIS SERVICES 

The ability to operate successfully during adverse situations isn’t a matter of luck. It’s a matter of strategy 
and preparation. At Asfalis, we see the unforeseeable and, thanks to our team’s proven expertise, have the 
ability to virtually crisis-proof any business. Safeguarding your company begins with answering a few im-
portant questions.

I’m in the middle of a crisis! 
Help! You need: 

asfalisadvisors.com

WHO ARE YOU?
I’m not in crisis yet, but we 
need a strategy to recover 
the operation. You need:

BUSINESS  
CONTINUITY

I’m sure the risks are there, 
but I don’t know how to 
identify them. You need:  

ENTERPRISE  
SECURITY RISK  
MANAGEMENT

WE DON’T PREDICT  
THE FUTURE - WE  

PROTECT IT

CRISIS 
MANAGEMENT

WHO DO WE WORK WITH?

Asfalis is a boutique business resilience consulting �rm 
that helps organizations expertly manage an unexpected crisis. 

DATA BREACHES - NATURAL DISASTERS - DISGRUNTLED EMPLOYEE’S - AIRCRAFT CRASHES - RECALLS

Bringing ENGAGEMENT, ENERGY & EXPERIENCE
to Crisis & Emergency Management.

Planning
Develop Crisis management, 

crisis communications, 
emergency response, and 

safety programs

Training
Provide Informational, 

instructional, and 
experiential styles for 
all levels of leadership 

www.asfalisadvisors.com

An e�ective crisis management program begins by ENGAGEMENT with internal teams, driven by relationships. We 
bring ENERGY to the process by making it relevant, realistic, and results oriented. We combine our EXPERIENCE with 
your �rsthand industry knowledge to provide customized resilience solutions. We tailor our solutions to help our clients 
minimize operational, reputational, regulatory, and �nancial impacts to enhance the customer experience and add to 
the bottom line.

@asfalis

Consulting
Provide expertise to 

respond, restore, and 
recover organizations

Don’t WAIT until the crisis, contact us now!

A few of the companies Asfalis has worked with in our 50 years of combined experience.

Innovation.  Protection.  Peace of mind.
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ASSESS AND PLAN
This is the most critical step because if we can’t see it, we can’t solve for it. We assess 
the current state of your organization until we thoroughly understand it, gathering 
insights from vendors and employees on the frontlines all the way up to leadership. 
We’re able to identify the potential problem areas that are nearly impossible to spot 
when you’re in the trenches every day and we create a strategic roadmap to close 
your gaps. 

TRAIN
When the risks are visible and we have a plan to manage them, it’s time to equip 
your people. This is where strategies come to life and when people begin taking 
ownership and accountability within their key roles. We want to prepare your em-
ployees, vendors and customers with the reflexive knowledge of the best steps to 
take when they see the issues we’ve identified in the assessment phase. 

ADVISE
Genuine business resiliency requires key performance indicators and key perfor-
mance areas. In other words, we have to measure results to be sure you can actually 
recover your business. Advising means working with your senior leadership and 
internal subject matter experts to design a strategy that supports your vision. From 
onsite support during an implementation to assistance in managing an active crisis 
to providing access to our cadre of professionals, we can advise you from multiple 
perspectives. 

Stop reacting to events and start acting to prevent them. 
Contact Asfalis today to begin your journey toward safe, secure, and sure. 

www.asfalisadvisors.com

I want to take an important first 
step toward identifying and  
minimizing risk right now.

WHAT DO 
YOU WANT?

I want to go beyond basic 
preparedness to add systematic 
training, reviews, and programs. 

I want to do everything possible 
to ensure that my company can 
absorb virtually any impact and 
bounce back.

SAFE

SECURE

SURE

WHAT WE DO


